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Brochure Contents

Thank you for requesng a copy of our brochure. It contains details of our current stable ranges, including pricing, design opons and examples of our work.
Please feel free to contact us for an informal conversaon about your own requirements. We look forward to hearing from you.



Introducon

Stables Online are leading UK stable manufacturers providing a wide range of affordable steel framed internal stables, external stables, mobile field shelters, 
stable accessories and other related equestrian products throughout the UK. We ethically source a choice of stable boarding opons for your stables which all 
require lile or no regular maintenance.

Are you looking for internal stabling or for internal stable manufacturers? Then search through our range of equestrian stables by either clicking on the images below, 
by using the menu above. Please also feel free to call us on 0800 756 9670 with your stable building requirements and we will be happy to quote you. If required we by using the menu above. Please also feel free to call us on 0800 756 9670 with your stable building requirements and we will be happy to quote you. If required we 
can supply you with horse mats for your stable and we now offer our own sealed and bonded range of horse mats.



Our standard range of internal stables offers a high quality yet affordable stabling 
soluon for customers wanng a praccal and strong product.

Our standard internal stables include:

• A choice of sowood, recycled plasc or UV protected bamboo boarding.
• A choice of swinging or sliding doors.
• A range of design and style opons.
•• Complete welded frame construcon for strength and praccal installaon.
• Made to measure front and side panels to fit your exact building measurements.
• A variety of extras including swivel mangers, hay racks and hay doors.

Our standard internal stables are constructed using a variety of box, channel and 
angle steel profiles. All panels are fully welded together to create full frames.
This not only makes them stronger than stables that are bolted together, but also 
makes them easier to install on both level and uneven floor surfaces.

Our standard frames have top and boom bars across the doorway. Customers 
who decide to rubber mat their stables prefer to have the boom bar to fit to, but 
we do offer a removable boom bar for those requiring a clear doorway.we do offer a removable boom bar for those requiring a clear doorway.

We also offer an opon to have larger independent 80mm door posts with floor 
fixing plates. We call this our Hybrid Range as it is a cross between our standard 
and premium ranges. This negates the need for a top or boom bar across the 
doorway on standard fronts and allows the top bar all the way across our curved 
fronts to be completely removed.

Inside the fully welded frames we then weld channel secons to hold the tongue and groove boarding opons. Unlike many other stable companies, we weld channel 
or angle secons at the top, boom and each side to properly frame the boarding and to give maximum strength. ur standard frame height is now 2285mm (7’ 6”). or angle secons at the top, boom and each side to properly frame the boarding and to give maximum strength. ur standard frame height is now 2285mm (7’ 6”). 
Different heights are available on request. All our stables are supplied galvanized as standard to ISO 1461. 
Coloured powder coang opons are available at a premium.

All fixings are provided to suit your specific requirement. The frames are secured 
to walls and floors using sloed ‘L’ brackets which are provided to accommodate 
different wall and floor construcons. We supply thunder bolts for brick or 
concrete, and coach bolts or screws for wood. The first & last boards are held in to 
place using pan head screws which locate in pre-drilled holes.

For our standard range of internal stables, we offer a choice of sowood, 
recycled plasc or resin woven bamboo boarding.



Our standard swinging stable doors fit a 1220mm (4’) wide opening & are 1305mm
(4’ 3”) high off the ground to match the standard mid-rail height of the stables.

We also offer lower Pony Doors with extensions to make them full size if needed.

The boarding is enclosed within the steel frames which protects the boarding from 
chewing or scratching. We also offer addional an-chew plates that further protect 
the front face of the doors from horses grinding their teeth! Our internal stable 
doors are extremely robust and are fied with high quality  hardware including a doors are extremely robust and are fied with high quality  hardware including a 
choice of shoot bolts and galvanized kick over latches.

We also offer a variety of independently hinged top doors – including an-weave, 
fully grilled or fully boarded opons.

Our sliding doors for internal stables use the best roller system available and offer 
a premium finish to any stable yard. Our unique flip-over latches offer a simple, 
secure and maintenance free soluon. We also offer the tradional spring loaded 
latches if required.

Our sliding doors come with an open top half as standard, but we offer an-weave, 
fully grilled or fully boarded tops on request. Doors are available separately with 
alternave fixings for customers needing them to fit exisng wooden or block work alternave fixings for customers needing them to fit exisng wooden or block work 
stables.

StablesOnline offers the opon for customers to either install their stables 
themselves or to have our professional team of stable installers to do it for them!

All our ranges are prefabricated in our Devon based factory. We would 
recommend  that we install the external stables, the stable barns, the premium plus 
internal stables and the field shelters as these are technically more difficult and 
require some specialist equipment to make the install easier.

Most if our clients chose to have us install their new stables. We have installed over Most if our clients chose to have us install their new stables. We have installed over 
3000 stables and our teams operate to the highest standards whilst compleng the 
job for you as quickly as possible.

The team are equipped with all the right tools to ensure the highest quality result.







WE ALSO SELL OUR BOARDING PANELS AS A STANDALONE PRODUCT, S0
PLEASE CONTACT US FOR  A QUOTE.



Please call for our current prices, or submit an enquiry via our website for a quotaon.





Our premium internal stable range offers an elegant, stylish and unique range for 
customers wanng to have a truly impressive yard with an appearance fit for 
a king!

Our premium internal stables include:

• A choice of premium boarding opons.
• A choice of feature swinging or sliding doors.
•• A range of premium design and style opons with finials as standard.
• Oponal swivel mangers, hay doors and hay racks.
• Unparalleled steel strength.
• Made to measure internal stable fronts and side panels to fit your exact 
    building measurements at no extra cost.

Stable Frames

Our premium range of internal stables are constructed from heavy gauge 100mm 
box secon posts, 50mm box intermediate secons and a variety of curved and 
straight profile features. They are very impressive as well as being incredibly strong.

Inside the frames we weld channel secons to hold the tongue and groove 
boarding opons. Unlike many other stable companies, we weld channel secons 
at the top, boom and each side to properly frame the boarding and to give at the top, boom and each side to properly frame the boarding and to give 
maximum strength.

The side and door posts are either bolted to the floor using thunder bolts or set 
down in to concrete if necessary. There are no boom or top bars in the curved 
front door ways.

For those designs with grills, we use a strong 20mm square profile tubular secons 
which are spaced at a standard 80mm spacing and are also available at 65mm 
spacing for a small premium.spacing for a small premium.

All our frames are skillfully welded for maximum safety, and supplied galvanized as 
standard to ISO 146. Coloured powder coang is also available at a premium.

We currently offer a number of swinging and one sliding door front design, all of 
which are shown below. For smaller pony stables (under 3.5 mtrs), we offer a half 
curved design.

If you require something different and bespoke, then we will design something specifically for you.



Stable Fixings

All stable fixings are provided with your stables to suit you specific requirement.

The frames are secured to walls using sloed ‘L’ brackets which are provided to 
accommodate different wall construcons. The floor plates are secured using 
12mm Thunder Bolts or set into concrete if necessary. The first and last boards 
are held in to place using pan head screws which locate in pre-drilled holes.

Boarding OponsBoarding Opons

For our premium range stables, we offer a choice of recycled plasc or UV 
protected resin woven bamboo boarding.



Premium Boarding Opons

Resin Woven Bamboo T&G Boarding Opon

Our Resin woven tongue and groove boarding has truly been a revelaon in 
stable boarding. The bamboo boards are 32mm thick and 130mm wide.The boards 
are manufactured by stripping the bamboo shoots in to strips and then weaving 
them horizontally and vercally. The bamboo is then compacted with a resin to 
form a board that is twice the density of a tradional hard wood.form a board that is twice the density of a tradional hard wood.

The boards are the strongest product available for stabling and look fantasc. 
The boards also require much less maintenance than tradional hardwood.

Recycled Plasc T&G Boarding Opon

The boards are also completely maintenance free and look good in a modern stable 
yard. The boards are 32mm thick and 140mm wide. The boards come in a black 
colour as standard, but are available in brown and green at a premium.





Please call for our current prices, or submit an enquiry via our website for a quotaon.





Our premium plus internal stables emulate and surpass the very best stables in the world. The tradional yet sleek designs provide the highest level of 
accommodaon for your horses.

Our premium plus internal stables include:

•  114mm round side and door posts with brass finials and post caps as standard.
•  Elegant swept curved design with 47mm round top rail and 23mm round bars.
•  Integrated top and boom door bolts.
•  A choice of premium boarding opons.•  A choice of premium boarding opons.
•  A choice of feature swinging or sliding doors.
•  Aracve horizontal and vercal boarding design.
•  Oponal swivel mangers, hay doors and hay racks.
•  Made to measure front and side panels to fit your exact building measurements 
    at no extra cost.

Frames

Our premium plus range of internal stables are constructed from a variety of heavy gauge 
tube, box and channel steel profiles. The main posts are made from 114mm tube secons, 
the swept fronts from 47mm and 23mm tuber secons and the rest of the frame from a 
variety of 50mm and 40mm box and channel secons. They not only look very impressive 
but are incredibly strong as well.

Channel secons are welded within the frames to hold the tongue and groove boarding Channel secons are welded within the frames to hold the tongue and groove boarding 
opons. Unlike many other stable companies, we weld channel secons at the top, 
boom and each side to properly frame the boarding and to give maximum strength.

The side and door posts are set on round 10mm thick plates and are normally bolted to 
the floor using thunder bolts or set down in to concrete if necessary. There are no boom 
or top bars in the curved front door ways.

For those designs with grills, we use strong 23mm tube secons which are spaced at a 
standard 65mm spacing. The posts are finished off with high quality brass finials or post standard 65mm spacing. The posts are finished off with high quality brass finials or post 
caps. All our frames are skillfully welded for maximum safety, and supplied galvanized as 
standard to ISO 146. Coloured powder coang is also available at a premium.

We currently offer a number of swinging and sliding door front designs, all of which are 
shown below. For smaller pony stables (under 3.2 mtrs), we offer a half curved design.

If you require something different or bespoke, then we will design something specifically for you.

Boarding Opons

Boarding opons for this range are our Resin woven tongue and groove boarding and our Recycled Plasc T&G Boarding.Boarding opons for this range are our Resin woven tongue and groove boarding and our Recycled Plasc T&G Boarding.





Swinging Doors

Our premium plus swinging doors include a curved top design to match the curves 
descending from the sides. The doors include adjustable hinges and integrated top and 
boom door latches.

Our premium plus stable doorways are 1230mm wide and have a height of 1440mm at 
the edges and 1370mm in the middle.

The boarding is posioned to carry on the same lines as the front panels with a top and The boarding is posioned to carry on the same lines as the front panels with a top and 
boom horizontal board and vercal boarding in between. The boards are enclosed 
within the steel frames which protects the boarding from chewing or scratching. We 
also offer addional an-chew plates that further protect the front face of the doors 
from horses grinding their teeth!

We also offer lower Pony Doors with extensions to make them full size if needed.

Sliding Doors

Our premium plus sliding doors use the best roller system available and feature our  unique spring locking and closing mechanism. Our premium plus sliding doors Our premium plus sliding doors use the best roller system available and feature our  unique spring locking and closing mechanism. Our premium plus sliding doors 
are fied with galvanized sheet roller guards as standard. Our sliding doors come with an opon of an-weave, fully grilled or fully boarded tops.

Doors are available separately with alternave fixings for customers needing them to fit exisng wooden or block work stables.



Please call for our current prices, or submit an enquiry via our website for a quotaon.



Please call for our current prices, or submit an enquiry via our website for a quotaon.



Our economy internal stable range offers a praccal and cost effecve soluon for customers with smaller budgets.

Our economy internal stables include:

•  A choice of hardwood faced or resin coated plywood boarding opons.
•  A choice of swinging or sliding doors.
•  A range of design and style opons.
•  Complete welded frame construcon for strength and praccal installaon to 
    all building types.    all building types.
•  Made to measure front and side panels to fit your exact building 
    measurements at no extra cost.

Frames

If you are looking for cheap internal stables, then our economy range of internal 
stables could be for you. They are welded as full frames to ensure a strong and 
praccal soluon for installaon. This also means the frames can be easily 
removed and replaced if customers need temporary stables or flexible uses of 
their barns.

We use the best quality steel to manufacture each panel from 40mm box We use the best quality steel to manufacture each panel from 40mm box 
secons. Inside the frames are welded vercal box secons that are counter sunk 
to aach either our plywood or resin coated plywood boarding to.

The frames are skillfully welded for maximum safety, and supplied galvanized as 
standard to ISO 1461.

We offer a variety of economy designs which are shown below, but if you require 
something different, we are happy to design something specifically for you.

For those designs with grills, we use a strong 20mm square profile tubular secon which are spaced at a standard 100mm gap. 65mm and 85mm spacing is also For those designs with grills, we use a strong 20mm square profile tubular secon which are spaced at a standard 100mm gap. 65mm and 85mm spacing is also 
available for a small premium. The frames are secured to walls and floors using sloed brackets which are provided to accommodate different wall and floor 
construcons. We supply thunder bolts for brick or concrete and coach bolts or screws for wood.

Doors

Our economy swinging doors are 4 wide with a complete steel frame.

They are robust and are fied with either standard or spring loaded shoot bolts as well as galvanized kick over latches. Our sliding doors use the best roller system 
available and offer a premium finish to any stable yard. Our unique latches offer a simple, secure and maintenance free soluon. We also offer a spring loaded latch available and offer a premium finish to any stable yard. Our unique latches offer a simple, secure and maintenance free soluon. We also offer a spring loaded latch 
if required. We can also fit an-weave frames and top half doors as an oponal extras.

Doors are available separately with alternave fixings for customers needing them to fit exisng wooden or block work stables.



Design Opons



Plywood Boarding Opon

The plywood opon is the cheapest of our stable boarding ranges, but is perfectly adequate for those on a budget or those requiring a more temporary soluon for 
their internal stabling. 

The boarding is 18mm thick and has a hardwood face.

The metal frames are constructed out of 40mm box secons, and have vercal 
uprights with counter sunk holes that are used to aach the plywood to the 
frames using m6 coach bolts.frames using m6 coach bolts.

The plywood boards can easily be replaced once they reach the end of their 
serviceable life. 

The boards can be painted or oiled to give a longer life expectancy.

Resin Coated Plywood Boarding Opon

The Resin Coated Plywood boarding opon provides a longer lasng and nicer 
looking product.

The boarding has a resin coat applied in the manufacturing process and is The boarding has a resin coat applied in the manufacturing process and is 
paerned with a honeycomb front design. The sheets are 18mm thick. In comes 
in a dark brown colour as shown in the picture.

The frames, like the plywood opon, are constructed out of 40mm box secons 
and have vercal uprights with counter sunk holes that are used to aach the 
boarding to the frames using M6 coach bolts





Please call for our current prices, or submit an enquiry via our website for a quotaon.











Please call for our current prices, or submit an enquiry via our website for a quotaon.







Our modular stable barns offer a complete enclosed stable complex for customers starng with just a concrete base. Our modular stable barns are constructed using 
the same panels as our external range, but with extended overhangs that meet in the middle to form a fully enclosed passageway. Please look at our various design 
specificaons, boarding opons, photo gallery and pricing.

Our external barns include:

•  A strong and maintenance free steel framed building.
•  A choice of maintenance free recycled plasc or UV protected resin woven 
     bamboo boarding.     bamboo boarding.
•  A modular design to allow customers to add extra stables if necessary.
•  A single pitch fibre cement roof with overhang.
•  Built in venlaon grills.
•  High Quality hardware.

Modular Frames

Our modular stable barns are constructed from steel panel secons that bolt down to a new or exisng concrete pad.

The frames are constructed using our 40 and 50mm box secons and are made to follow the slope of the floor and to allow for the single pitch roof.

On top of the frames, evenly spaced 100mm x 50mm box steel purlins are aached. A 1200mm to 1800mm overhang is provided which meets in the middle to 
form a cover passageway between the stables. Inside the frames we weld channel secons to hold the tongue and groove boarding opons. These are made to give 
a weather proof seal and drainage on the external faces of each stable block. The end par ons are always boarded fully to the roof line and are overlapped with a a weather proof seal and drainage on the external faces of each stable block. The end par ons are always boarded fully to the roof line and are overlapped with a 
barge board as shown.

The internal par ons can either be fully boarded to the roofline, fully boarded to 
2285mm to allow air flow between the stables, or grilled on the top half to allow 
maximum air flow and light between the stables.

The stables are typically 2720mm at the rear of the stables and up to 3500mm at 
the ridge depending upon the size of the stable, the pitch of the roof and the floor 
level.level.

Doors

Our modular door frames are 2500mm high and have grilled top vent. The boom doors are 1220mm wide and 1305mm high with the top doors available in a 
choice of an-weave, an-weave with removable insert, fully boarded or fully grilled opons. The doors are supplied with welded hinges and are fied with shoot 
bolts and galvanized kick over latches as standard.

Sliding internal doors are also available along with a variety of external barn doors and windows.



Roofing and Guering

Our modular stable barns come with a fibre cement roof as standard. 
The roofing is available in a variety of colours if required. The roof sheets are 
laid on top of 150mm x 75mm tanalised mber purlins as shown.

The roof sheets extend over the passageway and are finished with a steel ridge.
Roof light sheets are available to provide natural light into your stable.
Each end is finished off with a rounded corner barge board.Each end is finished off with a rounded corner barge board.
We use a high quality 6” UPVC guering system as shown.

The guering is secured using galvanized fascia brackets and the downpipes 
are located at regular intervals to ensure efficient rain water discharge.

Stable Barn Design Opons



Please call for our current prices, or submit an enquiry via our website for a quotaon.





Do you need new doors for stables? You’ll be pleased to hear that we are stable door suppliers and we provide a comprehensive range of external stable doors, 
internal stable doors & windows. Our stable doors can be made to fit exisng, or new openings of any size and are available as swinging doors, or sliding doors, 
custom made to fit your personal requirements. Please contact us for more informaon or for a quote.

Gates, Railings and Other

StablesOnline also has a reputaon in designing and fabricang a wide variety of other products including gates, railings and other fabricated items. We have 
skilled engineers who will hand make any products to suit your requirement. We have a fully funconing forge to provide handcraed wrought Iron products and 
also have the ability to automate our gates using a trusted electric gate installer. Please contact us for any quotaons.

Stable Extras and Stable Accessories

StablesOnline also provide a number of stable extras and stable accessories for your stables. Most of these extras are designed to make keeping horses easier and 
safer. This secon shows a number of common extras that we regularly provide for our customers who order external and internal stables.

Other Buildings

StablesOnline also offers a bespoke design and construcon service for a variety of other buildings. Whether you are looking for a dog kennel, a storage shed, a 
mobile hay barn or a new large scale shed to house your internal stables, then we have the skills and manufacturing capability to offer you the highest quality 
soluon.

Please contact us with any requirement and we will be pleased to provide a quotaon.

EXTERNAL DOORS EXTERNAL WINDOWS EXTERNAL DOORS TACK ROOM DOORS EXTERNAL BARN DOORS

SWIVEL MANGERS HAY DOORS/MANGERS WATER DRINKERS HORSE MATS TIE UP POSTS



WE CAN DESIGN & BUILD YOUR CUSTOM EXTERNAL STABLE...
PLEASE CONTACT US FOR  A QUOTE.



Please call for our current prices, or submit an enquiry via our website 
for a quotaon.






